
WHEN YOU BECOME A GOOD COOK, 
YOU BECOME A GOOD CRAFTSMAN, FIRST. YOU

REPEAT AND REPEAT AND REPEAT UNTIL YOUR

HANDS KNOW HOW TO MOVE WITHOUT THINKING

ABOUT IT.
—Jacques Pepin, French chef and teacher

(1935–)
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MISE EN PLACE
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AFTE R STU DYI NG TH IS
C HAPTE R,  YOU WI LL BE
ABLE TO:

� organize and plan your work
more efficiently

� understand basic flavoring
techniques

� prepare items needed prior to
actual cooking

� set up and use the standard
breading procedure

The French term mise en place (meez ahn plahs) literally means “to

put in place” or “everything in its place.” But in the culinary context, it

means much more. Escoffier defined the phrase as “those elementary

preparations that are constantly resorted to during the various steps of

most culinary preparations.” He meant, essentially, gathering and prep-

ping the ingredients to be cooked as well as assembling the tools and

equipment necessary to cook them.

In this chapter, we discuss many of the basics that must be in place

before cooking begins: for example, creating bouquets garni, clarifying

butter, making bread crumbs, toasting nuts and battering foods. Chop-

ping, dicing, cutting and slicing—important techniques used to prepare

foods as well—are discussed in Chapter 6, Knife Skills, while specific

preparations, such as roasting peppers and trimming pineapples, are

discussed elsewhere.

The concept of mise en place is simple: A chef should have at hand every-
thing he or she needs to prepare and serve food in an organized and efficient
manner.

Proper mise en place can consist of just a few items—for example, those
needed to prepare a small quantity of chicken soup. Or it can be quite extensive
—for example, when setting up the hot line for a busy restaurant with a large
menu. A proper mise en place requires the chef to consider work patterns, in-
gredient lists and tool and equipment needs.

Mise en place will differ from one restaurant to another. A banquet chef ’s
mise en place could include organizing large quantities of meats, vegetables,
salad ingredients, breads, condiments and pastries for several dinners, all with
different menus. Regardless of the specific menu, banquet mise en place may
also include gathering hot boxes, plates, chafing dishes, tongs, spoons and la-
dles, and setting up the dish-up line. The mise en place for the broiler station at
a steakhouse could include properly storing raw steaks and chops that will be
cooked to order, as well as gathering the salt, pepper, pre-prepared sauces and
accompaniments that are used during cooking or served with the finished items.
The broiler cook could also be responsible for gathering plates, building a char-
coal fire for the grill, and stocking his or her work area with hand tools, towels
and sanitizing solution. In the restaurant situation, unlike in banquet work, the
cook’s mise en place is probably identical night after night. A waiter’s mise en
place could include brewing tea, cutting lemon wedges and refilling salt and
pepper shakers—preparations that will make work go more smoothly during
actual service. Regardless of the number of items used or the complexity of the
recipes being prepared, completing a proper mise en place requires careful
planning, efficient organization and attention to detail.

Coordination of multiple tasks is also important. An organized cook will think
about everything that needs to be done and the most efficient way to complete
those tasks before beginning the actual work. Taking the time to first plan the
day’s activities can eliminate unnecessary steps and conserve resources.

Proper mise en place also requires a good sense of timing. Knowing how
long before service to begin a task, or how far in advance of service some
preparations can be made, allows a cook to better plan for the efficient execu-
tion of his or her duties. In this type of planning, it is also important to consider
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food safety issues, such as those relating to time and temperature controls. See
Chapter 2, Food Safety and Sanitation, for detailed information.

� SELECTING TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
An important step in creating the proper mise en place is to identify and gather
all of the tools and equipment that will be needed to prepare a recipe properly
or to work a station efficiently. The tools and equipment used to prepare, cook
and store foods are discussed in Chapter 5, Tools and Equipment. A few general
rules to bear in mind:

� All tools, equipment and work surfaces must be clean and sanitized.
� Knives should be honed and sharpened.
� Measuring devices should be checked periodically for accuracy.
� Ovens and cooking surfaces should be preheated, as necessary.
� Mixing bowls, saucepans and storage containers should be the correct size

for the task at hand.
� Serving plates, cookware, utensils, hand tools and other necessary

smallwares should be gathered and stored nearby.
� Foods should be gathered and stored conveniently at the proper

temperatures.
� Expiration dates on foods should be checked periodically for validity.
� Sanitizing solution, hand towels, disposable gloves and trash receptacles

should be conveniently located.

� MEASURING INGREDIENTS
In order to reproduce foods consistently and for the same cost day after day, it
is important that the ingredients be measured accurately each time. As ex-
plained in more detail in Chapter 4, Menus and Recipes, ingredients may be
measured by weight, volume or count. Weight refers to the mass or heaviness of

1 To use a balance scale to weigh an
ingredient, place an empty
container on the left, then set a
counterbalance to that container
on the right. Use weights and the
sliding beam weight to add an
amount equal to the amount of
the ingredient needed.

2 Place the ingredient on the left
side of the scale until the two
platforms are balanced.
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an item and is measured using a scale. Volume refers to the space occupied by
a substance and is measured with graduated measuring cups and spoons. Count
refers to the number of individual items. It is important to remember that foods
do not weigh their volume. In other words, although 1 cup contains 8 fluid
ounces, 1 cup of flour, honey, cinnamon, and so on does not weigh 8 ounces.

� PREPARING INGREDIENTS
Some ingredients that are used frequently throughout the kitchen are often pre-
pared in large quantities so that they are ready when needed for a specific
recipe. For example, dry bread crumbs can be made and stored whenever a
supply of bread is available. Large quantities of butter can be clarified on a back
burner while other operations proceed on the line. These chores may be sim-
ple, but they are time-consuming. As an entry-level cook, you may be assigned
responsibility for this type of mise en place. Never feel that such chores are be-
neath you; consider, instead, how frustrating it would be for the chef to run out
of a simple item just when it is needed during service.

CLARIFYING BUTTER
Unsalted whole butter is approximately 80% fat, 16% water and 4% milk solids.
Although whole butter can be used for cooking or sauce making, sometimes a
more stable and consistent product will be achieved by using butter that has
had the water and milk solids removed by a process called clarification.

� PROCEDURE FOR CLARIFYING BUTTER
1 Slowly warm the butter in a saucepan over low heat without boiling or

agitation. As the butter melts, the milk solids rise to the top as a foam and
the water sinks to the bottom.

2 When the butter is completely melted, skim the milk solids from the top.
3 When all the milk solids have been removed, ladle the butterfat into a

clean saucepan, being careful to leave the water in the bottom of the pan.
4 The clarified butter is now ready to use. One pound (454 grams) of whole

butter will yield approximately 12 ounces (340 grams) of clarified butter—a
yield of 75%.

Clarified butter will keep for extended periods in either the freezer or re-
frigerator.
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Small amounts of dry ingredients are
measured by overfilling the
appropriate measuring spoon, then
leveling the ingredient.

Liquids should be measured in liquid
measuring cups, which may be
marked in U.S. and/or metric units.

� ghee a form of clarified butter in
which the milk solids remain with the fat
and are allowed to brown; originating in
India and now used worldwide as an
ingredient and cooking medium, it has a
long shelf life, a high smoke point and a
nutty, caramel-like flavor
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TOASTING NUTS AND SPICES
Nuts are often toasted lightly before being used in baked goods, breadings, sal-
ads and sauces. Whole spices are sometimes toasted before being ground for a
sauce or used as a garnish. Toasting not only browns the food, it brings out its
flavor and makes it crispier and crunchier. Whether toasting nuts or spices in
the oven or on the stove top, they should be watched closely as they can de-
velop scorched flavors and burn easily.

MAKING BREAD CRUMBS
Most any bread can be used to make crumbs; the choice depends on how the
crumbs will be used. Fresh bread crumbs are made from fresh bread that is
slightly dried out, approximately two to four days old. If the bread is too fresh,
the crumbs will be gummy and stick together; if the bread is too stale, the crumbs
will taste stale as well. Dry bread crumbs are made from bread that has been
lightly toasted in a warm oven. Do not make crumbs from stale or molding bread,
as these undesirable flavors will be apparent when the crumbs are used.

To make crumbs, the bread is cubed or torn into pieces and ground in a food
processor. Dried bread can be processed to a finer consistency than fresh bread.
After processing, the crumbs should be passed through a tamis and stored in a
tightly closed plastic container in a cool, dry place.

For additional flavors, dried herbs and spices can be mixed into the
crumbs.
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Skimming milk solids from the surface
of melted butter.

Ladling the butterfat into a clean pan.

Toasting sesame seeds in a dry sauté
pan on the stove top.

Convenience products have now replaced
many of the chores that were typically part
of a cook’s routine mise en place. For
example, stock and sauce bases eliminate
the time and labor necessary to make
these products from scratch. Fresh onions
and garlic can be purchased peeled,
chopped and ready to use. Bread crumbs
are available in bulk, and ready-to-use
clarified butter is sold in refrigerated tubs.
All this convenience comes at a price, of
course. A chef must carefully consider
whether the savings in employee time,
along with the quality and consistency of
available products, justify the higher cost of
some of the convenience products now on
the market.

CONVENIENCE
PRODUCTS

2 Pass the crumbs through a tamis
or sieve so that they will be the
same size.

1 Grind chunks of bread in a food
processor.
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� FLAVORING FOODS
Foods are often flavored with herbs or spices, marinades or rubs before they are
actually cooked. This may require the chef to prepare various flavoring or sea-
soning mixtures and wait for a period of time between steps in a recipe.

BOUQUET GARNI AND SACHET
A bouquet garni and sachet are used to introduce flavorings, seasonings and
aromatics into stocks, sauces, soups and stews.

A bouquet garni is a selection of herbs (usually fresh) and vegetables tied
into a bundle with twine. A standard bouquet garni consists of parsley stems,
celery, thyme, leeks and carrots.

A sachet (also known as a sachet d’épices) is made by tying seasonings to-
gether in cheesecloth. A standard sachet consists of peppercorns, bay leaves,
parsley stems, thyme, cloves and, optionally, garlic. The exact quantity of these
ingredients is determined by the amount of liquid the sachet is meant to flavor.
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Bouquet Garni Sachet

Oignon Piqué

Bouquets garni and sachets are used to add flavors in such a way that they
can be easily removed from a dish when their flavors have been extracted. A
similar technique, although less commonly used, is an oignon piqué (also
known as an onion piquet). To prepare an oignon piqué, peel the onion and
trim off the root end. Attach one or two dried bay leaves to the onion using
whole cloves as pins. The oignon piqué is then simmered in milk or stock to ex-
tract flavors.

MARINADES
Marinating is the process of soaking meat or poultry in a seasoned liquid to fla-
vor and tenderize it. Marinades can be a simple blend (herbs, seasonings and
oil) or a complicated cooked recipe (red wine, fruit and other ingredients). Mild
marinades should be used on more delicate meats, such as veal. Game and beef
require strongly flavored marinades. In wine-based marinades, white wine is
usually used for white meats and poultry, and red wine is used for red meats.
Not only does the wine add a distinctive flavor, but the acids in it break down
connective tissues and help tenderize the meat.

Poultry, veal and pork generally require less time to marinate than game,
beef and lamb. Smaller pieces of meat take less time than larger pieces. When
marinating, be sure to cover the meat or poultry completely and keep it refrig-
erated. Stir or turn it frequently so that the marinade can penetrate evenly.Marinating chicken breasts
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Some chefs prefer to marinate food in heavy-duty plastic food storage bags.
These are useful for smaller quantities and allow for easy disposal of leftover
marinades with less risk of cross-contamination. Label the bags properly and be
sure to seal them tightly to prevent leaks.

RUBS AND PASTES
Additional flavors can be added to meat, fish and poultry by rubbing them with
a mixture of fresh or dried herbs and spices ground together with a mortar and
pestle or in a spice grinder. The flavoring blend, called a rub, can be used
dried, or it can be mixed with a little oil, lemon juice, prepared mustard or
ground fresh garlic or ginger to make a paste (also known as a wet rub). Rubs
and pastes add flavor and, often, a bit of crispy crust. They do not, however,
generally act as a tenderizer. They are most often used on foods that will be
cooked with dry heat, especially by grilling, broiling, baking or roasting.

To apply a rub or paste, slather the mixture over the entire surface of the
food to be flavored. Use enough pressure to make sure that the rub or paste ad-
heres. (Pastes tend to adhere better than rubs.) The thicker the covering or the
longer it remains on the food before cooking, the more pronounced the flavor.
If the rubbed food is to be left for some time so that the flavors can be ab-
sorbed, it should be covered, refrigerated and turned from time to time.

It is best to wear disposable gloves when applying a rub or paste. Some
spices can irritate or stain the skin, and cross-contamination can occur from
handling raw meats.

STEEPING
Steeping is the process of soaking dry ingredients in a liquid (usually hot) in or-
der to either soften a food or to infuse its flavor into the liquid. Spices, coffee
beans and nuts are often steeped in hot milk to extract their flavors. The milk is
then used to flavor other foods during cooking. For example, coffee beans can
be steeped in hot milk and then strained out, with the coffee-flavored milk be-
ing used to make a custard sauce.

Steeping is also used for rehydrating dried fruits and vegetables such as
raisins and mushrooms. Typically, the softened fruits or vegetables will be used
in a recipe and the liquid discarded. Additional flavors can be achieved by us-
ing wine, spirits, stock or other flavored liquids as the rehydrating medium.

Note that in both situations, the steeping mixture is generally covered and
removed from the heat to avoid evaporation or reduction of the liquid.
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Applying a dry rub to beef

Steeping raisins in hot water to
rehydrate.

Steeping a vanilla bean and cinnamon
sticks in warm milk to extract their
flavors.
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� PREPARING TO COOK
Some techniques are done very close to or almost as a part of the final prepara-
tion of a dish.

BREADING AND BATTERING FOODS
BREADING
A breaded item is any food that is coated with bread crumbs, cracker meal,
cornmeal or other dry meal to protect it during cooking. Breaded foods can be
seasoned before the breading is applied, or seasonings may be added to the
flour, bread crumbs or meal before the main item is coated. Breaded foods are
generally cooked by deep-frying or pan-frying. The breading makes a solid
coating that seals during cooking and prevents the fat from coming in direct
contact with the food, which would make it greasy.

� STANDARD BREADING PROCEDURE
For breading meats, poultry, fish, shellfish or vegetables, a three-step process is
typically used. Called the standard breading procedure, it gives foods a rela-
tively thick, crisp coating.

1 Pat the food dry and dredge it in seasoned flour. The flour adds seasoning
to the food, helps seal it, and allows the egg wash to adhere.

2 Dip the floured food in an egg wash. The egg wash should contain whole
eggs whisked together with approximately 1 tablespoon (15 milliliters) milk
or water per egg. The egg wash will cause the crumbs or meal to
completely coat the item and form a tight seal when the food is cooked.

3 Coat the food with bread crumbs, cracker crumbs or other dry meal. Shake
off excess crumbs and place the breaded item in a pan. As additional
breaded items are added to the pan, align them in a single layer; do not
stack them or the breadings will get soggy and the foods will stick
together.

Figure 9.1 shows the proper setup for breading foods using the standard
breading procedure. The following procedure helps to bread foods more ef-
ficiently:

1 Assemble the mise en place as shown in Figure 9.1.
2 With your left hand, place the food to be breaded in the flour and coat it

evenly. With the same hand, remove the floured item, shake off the excess
flour and place it in the egg wash.

3 With your right hand, remove the item from the egg wash and place it in
the bread crumbs or meal.

4 With your left hand, cover the item with crumbs or meal and press lightly
to make sure the item is completely and evenly coated. Shake off the
excess crumbs or meal and place the breaded food in the empty pan for
finished product.
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� meal (1) the coarsely ground seeds
of any edible grain such as corn or oats;
(2) any dried, ground substance (such as
bonemeal)

Product to be
breaded

Flour Egg wash Breadcrumbs Pan to hold
breaded
product

FIGURE 9.1 � Setup for the standard breading procedure
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The key is to use one hand for the liquid ingredients and the other hand for
the dry ingredients. This prevents your fingers from becoming coated with layer
after layer of breading.

BATTERING
Batters, like breading, coat the food being cooked, keeping it moist and pre-
venting it from becoming excessively greasy. Batters consist of a liquid such as
water, milk or beer, combined with a starch such as flour or cornstarch. Many
batters also contain a leavening agent such as baking powder or whipped egg
whites. Two common batters are beer batter, which uses the beer for leavening
as well as for flavor and is illustrated in the recipe for Beer Battered Onion
Rings, page 650, and tempura batter, which is used in Tempura Vegetables with
Dipping Sauce, page 673. Items coated with a batter are cooked immediately,
usually by deep-frying or pan-frying.

� PROCEDURE FOR BATTERING FOODS
1 Prepare the batter.
2 Pat the food dry and dredge in flour if desired.
3 Dip the item in the batter and place it directly in the hot fat.

BLANCHING AND PARBOILING
Some foods, especially vegetables, are blanched or parboiled before being
used in a recipe. To do so, they are immersed in a large quantity of a boiling or
simmering liquid—oil or water—and partially cooked. This parcooking assists
preparation (for example, it loosens peels from vegetables), removes undesir-
able flavors, softens firm foods, sets colors and shortens final cooking times.
The only difference between blanching and parboiling is cooking time. Blanch-
ing is done quickly, usually only a few seconds. Parboiling lasts longer, usually
several minutes. Foods that are blanched or parboiled in water (rather than fat)
are often shocked or refreshed in ice water to halt the cooking process.
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Product to 
be battered Flour

Floured
product Bowl of batter Skillet or Deep fryer

FIGURE 9.2 � Setup for the standard battering procedure

� blanching very briefly and partially
cooking a food in boiling water or hot fat;
used to assist preparation (for example,
to loosen peels from vegetables), as part
of a combination cooking method or to
remove undesirable flavors

� parboiling partially cooking a food
in boiling or simmering liquid; similar to
blanching but the cooking time is longer

� parcooking partially cooking a food
by any cooking method

� shocking also called refreshing; the
technique of quickly chilling blanched or
parcooked foods in ice water; prevents
further cooking and sets colors

1 Blanch or parboil the food as
desired in boiling water.

2 Remove the food from the cooking
liquid and submerge it in ice water
to refresh.
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MAKING AN ICE BATH
Because of the risk of food-borne illness, it is important to cool hot foods
quickly to a temperature below 41°F (4°C) before storing them in the refrigera-
tor. An ice bath is an easy, efficient way to do so. An ice bath is also necessary
for shocking or refreshing blanched or parcooked vegetables and for stopping
the cooking of delicate mixtures such as custards.

An ice bath is simply a container of ice cubes and cold water. The combina-
tion of ice and water will chill foods more rapidly than a container of only ice.
The food being chilled will also cool faster if it is in a metal container, rather
than one made of plastic or glass.
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Chilling sauce in an ice bath

As with most endeavors, consistently good cooking requires careful plan-
ning, preparation and organization. With these skills, you should be able to cre-
ate a proper mise en place for most any occasion.

C O N C L U S I O N

1 Explain the differences between breading and battering foods.
2 Describe the correct mise en place for the standard breading procedure.
3 Choose a dessert recipe from the baking chapters of this book and describe

the proper mise en place for preparing that dish.
4 How can the concepts of mise en place be applied to activities outside of

the kitchen?

Q U E S T I O N S  F O R
D I S C U S S I O N
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